Welcome Mr. Gossai
by Melissa Nelson

The new first year class has a very provocative personality as one of its members. He is Assistant Minister of the Lutheran Church Mr. D.A.D. Gossai. Though by nationality Mr. Gossai is descended from Hindu Indians, he was born in British Guyana, South America, where his ancestors were brought many years ago as indentured servants. Very early in life Mr. Gossai felt the pressure of Communism in British Guyana as well as the desire of his 14-member family to forget the ways of the Hindu religion. It was at the death of his father, as he was a boy of 13, that he began to support his family and speak out against Communism. He often faced up against the 'iron hand' of his country's rulers and declared, "We wish the best in life for you Molly, and you be good to your Mom-heart."

Also, congratulations to Prof. Richard Stith on his recent promotion to Associate Prof. of the Law School.

Neratamic
In the last issue of THE FORUM, Lin Scharbach was credited for the story on the WLWA wine and cheese party. Lin pointed our error out to us and we wish to congratulate our second-year student Kathy Kihliah. Please forgive us Kathy and keep on writing for us—OK?

Professor Hiller, who has taught law for four years in Africa, spent two of those years in Tanzania. He was invited to the reception largely on the basis of his writings on Tanzanian law and art and particularly because of his monograph: The Makonde and Their Sculpture.

Professor Hiller, who will raise a number of issues regarding the legal structure of China and attempts to point out why and how they have demoted the role of law as we understand it, will give his views on how, despite that fact, the society remains intact and cohesive today.

Another idol fell from his pedes
tal last weekend when Pepper Goad overcame Kent Schnack in consecutive sets to take over the law school crown. This was law students' first opportunity to see the defending champ play someone equal to his calibre, but Schnack's supporters/beckons showed up for the finals of the Fourth-Neve-to-Be-Repeated Tennis Tournament.

Schnack departed from his es
tablished tradition by playing bright-eyed and clear-headed. However, that was of little help against Goad, who refused to be shaken by Kent "Junk Ball" Schnack's unusual shots. Many a lesser opponent would have confused, crowded, and ultimately confound
ed by slices, chips (Does he think he's on a golf course?), and underhand serves (as distinguished from traditional overhead serves—not to be confused with underhand serves, which he was unbecom ing of a legal Crusader (Schnack spent his undergrad days at Valparaiso). Indeed, the match was char
acterized by so much considera tion that sideline spectators were frequently frustrated in lawyer

battling efforts. One fan in particular had kept his eyes glued to the court, and never missed a shot. This was Goad's father, who had heard about "J.B.'s" unusual
game, and came over to see how his son would handle such a player. This veteran specta
cornered the defending champ play

to see if he could convince him to

Schnack, who was a boy of 13, rather than spoken by his date in the earlier in the set. Thus not only
game by periodically exploding, "Stop it!" It seemed strange to hear this on a tennis court, rather than in the back seat of a car.

Schnack also picked up the "Better Dessert Award" by de

faut. His nondescript tennis shirt and shorts outshone Schnack's "Mr. Gentleman" wristband which did triple duty as a headband, sweatband, and drinking straw. t-shirt, huggy sweatsuits with more holes than fabric to them. Schnack also lost the "Mr. Gentle

tman" award when he took off his shirt as the match drew to a close.

Hiller Honored

Professor Jack Hiller was a guest of the Governor of Tennessee at a reception dinner in Nashville on August 8th for President Julius Nyerere of Tanzania and his staff, who came to the United States to confer with President Carter regarding problems involving

Professor D. A.D. Gossai

Canadian Law Prof. To Speak
by Kenneth Masrahi

The Valparaiso University School of Law in the People's Republic of China. He has taught law in England, the Sudan, Nigeria, Korea, Kenya and Canada and has lectured widely on a variety of legal subjects. After a third visit to China, scheduled for 1978, he plans to publish a study of the duplettlement processes in that country.

The lecture will be held in the Rotunda (Room B00C) in the School of Law at 1:40 p.m. Members of the public are invited.

Anyone desiring more information may contact Professor Jack Hiller at the Law School, telephone 464-5442, or 464-5436.
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Honor?

by Linda Burton

I am devoting my opening column to the first year law students. Welcome to Valparaiso Law School! The following are a list of things to expect and to avoid so that when my next column comes out you'll be here to read it.

HORROR STORIES FROM SECOND AND THIRD YEAR STUDENTS

Beginning at orientation and continuing through the fall semester, the upperclassmen will fill you with stories which are final exams that are impossible for you. You are by now convinced that if you don't work twenty-four hours a day you'll flunk out, drop out or be thrown out. Relax! You wouldn't be here if you couldn't make it. Brief cases are even more important when you will get to tell horror stories to your friends.

2. DISCUSSION OF UNDERGRADUATE G.P.A.'S AND LAW SCHOOL GRADES

Sometimes in the first few weeks of school, you may try to convince you that he or she had a 790 LSAT and a 3.95 QP.A. at Harvard to convince you that he or she decided to turn down Harvard because they liked the view of the Chapel. Must you tell your dear, and important, little First-Year Students--everyone here passed their last year's-administration process, everyone has fairly simi­lar credentials, and know what they are doing because they are pretty smart credentials yourself?

3. THE BLAHS

The first month of school, you will stay up 2:00 a.m. brie­fing cases and looking up words like subrogation in your legal dictionary. As a result you will have a sore throat, fatigued stomach, a headache, and grey­ness new about yourself for adding fat. You may encounter the first few weeks.

4. SUPERSTARS

These are T.A.'s and Law Review. They will be pointed out to you so that you want to see. What it actually involves is slave labor--hours of unpaid or under­paid work. If you are a member of this group you are destined for superstar--don't burn yourself out. I'm seriously jealous of superstars. Know what I do? I wait until they are getting close to the drinking fountain and under the guise of getting a drink, spray my 'name' onto their shirts. It is a violation in respect to his/her course.

Well, I think I've warned you of the major pitfalls which you will encounter the first few weeks. If you have any questions or need help with anything, please contact me and I'll put you in touch with someone who knows. Pull reports to as what the committees have done will be on the bulletin boards written explanations of what constitutes an Honor Code violation in respect to his/her course.

There is currently an SBA ad hoc committee looking into the Honor Code system. I hope they do more than run a survey. The first one had some excellent suggestions which were recently appointed to deal with such things as the acquisition of student lockers, improvement in vending machine services, parking lot problems, and Christmas vacation schedule, which will be posted in the student body.

Terry. . . I hope you as editor put your support behind the VIP, organization. The Law School Alumni Program, VIP is based on the desire to bring in learned students, which have graduated and are taking the bar exam or working in the legal field. This is not an organization to be accepted lightly by the school. We are very pleased with the number of professors who have agreed to participate and put into practice and, of course, the ever-present professors who are willing to volunteer their time to give moral and social support to first year students. These factors don't have to come from the administration of the law school or the University for falling to do the right thing. I hope you spread these recommendations which were the result of careful study and development by the Committee. It is hoped that those in the position to act will do so as well.

A copy of the report is available for anyone who would like to read. I encourage you to do so. This report is to repre­sent the opinions of this student body on many important issues. Special thanks to Committee members Steven Sproule, Barb Buech, John E. Johnson, Melissa Nelson, Jon Smith, and Mike Tuck for their efforts on behalf of the student body.

COMMITTEE WORK- At this point, all faculty-student committees have been made and approved and all SBA standing committees are in existence and starting to function. A complete list of committees and their members will be posted. A response to a number of student requests and/or complaints, will be given in the next column. There were recently appointed to deal with such things as the acquisition of student lockers, improvement in vending machine services, parking lot problems. Any student interested in working with these committees should contact me and I'll put you in touch with someone who knows. Pull reports to as what the committees have done will be on the bulletin boards. A list of committees such as professional activities and social, will be sponsored by various law school organizations throughout the year. These events will be open to the student body including all students, staff and friends, faculty, ad­ministrators and any interested individual or group. In some instances, the community at large. Please remember that all events are sponsored by various law school organizations. The most valuable organization Valpo law school has is the student body. The students, their members and friends, their spouses and friends, faculty, admin­istrators and any interested individual or group. This is the community that is and will be ongoing during the student body's tenure.

The funding of this organization should come from SBA and be used as a financial aid to students who need financial assistance, probably by the law school budget. This organization should not be funded by the SBA, which may bring the focus of it to college. If you go to the school, do it right. Get down on the legal school experience. Thanks-- Jill Olson.

The funding of this organization should come from SBA and be used as a financial aid to students who need financial assistance, probably by the law school budget. This organization should not be funded by the SBA, which may bring the focus of it to college. If you go to the school, do it right. Get down on the legal school experience. Thanks-- Jill Olson.

The funding of this organization should come from SBA and be used as a financial aid to students who need financial assistance, probably by the law school budget. This organization should not be funded by the SBA, which may bring the focus of it to college. If you go to the school, do it right. Get down on the legal school experience. Thanks-- Jill Olson.
WALSA Program

A Success

by Lin Scharbach

Women Law Students' Association has started its programming for the year with a hit. On Wednesday, September 14, WALSA spearheaded a program entitled, "Women In Law," featuring five female attorneys from Northwest Indiana. To those of you who missed this program, I can only extend my deepest condolences. The panelists were fascinating and highly informative, providing an entertaining look at problems faced by female attorneys. We have approximately seventy women in attendance at the program, including undergraduate students, Law Students and townspeople.

A surprise special guest was Mrs. Weaver, a 1925 graduate of Valparaiso Law School. (It is interesting to note that Mrs. Weaver was the only woman in the Law School at that time.)

Do It In The Kitchen

by Indiana Fats and Lucious deVine

RECIPe NO. 1 - STEAK SALAD BOWL

DRESSING:
1 cup salad oil
1/4 cup red wine vinegar
2 teaspoons tarragon
1 teaspoon each: dry mustard, salt, minced chives, minced parsley
lemon juice
1/4 teaspoon Worcestershire
1/4 teaspoon each: black pepper, thyme
2 tablespoons chopped chilies

Cook for 20 minutes. Add 3 tablespoons of cornstarch with 1/4 cup of flour. Stir into meat mixture slowly. Serve over rice.

RECIPe NO.2 - PEPPER STEAK

INGREDIENTS:
2 lbs lean beef steak
1/2 lb fresh mushrooms, sliced
2 tablespoons butter
1 green pepper, cut into julienne strips
3 onions, cut in thin rings
2 stalk celery, sliced diagonally
1 dill pickle, sliced
1 teaspoon each: lettuce, cherry tomatoes

For garnishing


by Bill Murrain

When one contemplates that these United States and the Panama Canal, the last bastion of American Colonialization, were built by the sweat and blood of my contributing forefathers, that the technological and industrial advances of the Western World would be non-existent but for the plunder and exploitations of the natural resources of Mother Africa, it is an understatement to refer to the present unemployment and underutilization of Black Americans as a National disgrace. There are those amongst us who do not bruitate to berate these "lazy unfortunates" who refuse to pull themselves up by their bootstraps and find a job. Has it ever occurred to them that in order to have bootstraps, one must first have boots? It continues to amaze me, that the same individuals who continually berate the unemployed masses for their plight, when given the choice, support increases in welfare benefits while fighting to their deathbeds any attempts to make the masses self-sufficient by creating Public works jobs. Thus making the Federal and State government employers of last resort. Those who are amongst the individuals who will callously state that "We can live with this unemployment." How on earth can the women, who do not hesitate to berate these intolerable conditions, the dangers we have attempted to defend against come from? It will be replaced by a greater inner threat that the inevitability of nation and the affluence of the privileged, a simple job brings to the job holder.

Where did those 10,000 young people who nearly rioted in their attempt to obtain for the Black jobs the city of New York made available after the destruction of the recent blackout come from? Am we once again teaching our youth that the values of freedom and another nation where millions live in misery under the tyranny of joblessness, poverty, and the insecurity and frustrations these conditions breed. If we do not immediately begin directing our efforts in a manner to combat these intolerable conditions, the dangers we have attempted to defend against come from. It will be replaced by a greater inner threat that the inevitability of nation and the affluence of the privileged.

imprint your tee shirt

Valparaiso University
School of Law
Freshmen, Take Heart—Grade Grid Proves Few Flum

Legal Problems II
Legal Problems I
Procedure II
Procedure I
Crim Law II
Crim Law I
Property II
Property I
Contracts II
Contracts I
Torts II
Torts I

These numbers can only be used for general reference. However, take comfort in the low amount of 69% and lower grades. Just a few in the low 70s. New ladies and gentlemen, a brief word on a subject that touches us all, more than others, more specifically, men's baths underwear. I know that many of you are probably gasping, I personally do. Nothing, just a brief thought that such an article could be printed in a faculty publication.

However, it's time to open the closet doors and give full faith and credit to this different yet necessary apportionment item. Down with dull boxers, forget that "Fruit of the Loom," (or Howard Gross for that matter).

Background: In a particular investigation, a faculty member, Aphrodite, has unearthed some little-known facts about our students. Those numbers can only be used for general reference. However, take comfort in the low amount of 69% and lower grades. Just a few in the low 70s. New ladies and gentlemen, a brief word on a subject that touches us all, more than others, more specifically, men's baths underwear. I know that many of you are probably gasping, I personally do. Nothing, just a brief thought that such an article could be printed in a faculty publication.

However, it's time to open the closet doors and give full faith and credit to this different yet necessary apportionment item. Down with dull boxers, forget that "Fruit of the Loom," (or Howard Gross for that matter).

Background: In a particular investigation, a faculty member, Aphrodite, has unearthed some little-known facts about our students. Those numbers can only be used for general reference. However, take comfort in the low amount of 69% and lower grades. Just a few in the low 70s. New ladies and gentlemen, a brief word on a subject that touches us all, more than others, more specifically, men's baths underwear. I know that many of you are probably gasping, I personally do. Nothing, just a brief thought that such an article could be printed in a faculty publication.
Dave Myers’, Sport Shorts

by Dave Myers

One of the problems faced by writers for bi-weekly journals such as THE FORUM is the long period (by newspaper standards) between the time that the story is written and the time it appears before the populace in print. With past history this is not much of a problem; the news is just a little older. However, with previews, the long lead-in play havoc. Such was the case with the football preview which appeared in last edition. Between the time I had to write the story and the appearance of the edition, Brommer’s Thumpers had become the DRAB and acquired two new members which made a lot of difference in Jay Lauer’s line-ups. Also unnoted (that’s DRAB backwards). (A little satire as it were). Thus the story is written the problems faced by writers for newspaper standards) between a bi-weekly journal such as the FORUM and the time it appears before the edition. Between the time I had to write the story and the time it appears before the edition, the long lead-ins play havoc.

A slow start (period of adjustment) the barstems-to-be took a 1-0 when Big Bruce Van Brons hooked Bardo’s cross into the net. Moments later it was 2-0 when the gnarly Walden slammed home a penalty kick. Dunn then parlayed some shoddy BARB defense into their first goal of the contest, but Boo-Boo’s booters got the mark back when Walden assisted Art Boo’s to his first career goal. (Boo-Boo to Boo?) See what dancing lessons can do for you Art?) However, the undergrads kept it close with a penalty kick in the closing half and at intermission it was BARD 3, Duo 2.

The second half was all law. Tall (Unmel added two early period goals, making it 5-2. Walden squibbed a low ball into the six inch front of the goal, Stanley “L. Rev” Stuck packed up a cheapy on a Van Heusen cross, and Big Darren slid in one more for good measure and the final margin of 6-2. Other highlight of the contest included some fine play in the goal by Joe Simnack, and a demonstration of the newly inveterated rush trap by Art Boo.

Call for our Chuck Wagon on the spot Pizza & Sandwiches (For U. Students only)

PINOCCHIO’S PIZZA
105 CALUMET AVE VALPARAISO, INDIANA 46383
462-0993 — WE DELIVER
OPEN From 4 to 12 p.m. Sun. thru Thur. and Fri. & Sat. from 4 to 1 a.m.

THIN CRUST & DEEP DISH PIZZA
CHEESE SAUSAGE GREEN PEPPER PEPPERONI BLACK OLIVES — ONIONS — ANCHOVIES — HAM
ITEM CHEESE 1 2 3 4 DEEP DISH
Small 10" 2.50 2.75 3.15 3.55 3.95 4.35 50¢
Med. 12" 3.25 3.85 4.45 5.05 5.65 6.25 75¢
Large 14" 4.55 5.45 5.95 6.45 6.95 7.55 75¢

OUR SPECIAL HOT ITALIAN BEEF AND BROTH ON FRENCH BREAD with HOT PEPPERS. $1.50

Pinocchio’s (Cold) Submarines ALL TOPPED WITH CHEESE PEPPERONI — LETTUCE AND TOMATOES and OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE.

YOUR CHOICE OF:
HAMBURGER TURKEY CHICKEN CHICKEN TURKEY SALAMI 
COLD CUTS SPAGHETTI — Plain Sauce SPAGHETTI — with Meatballs or Mushrooms COKE — Sprite — Root Beer — Orange

GARLIC BREAD $ .50 and Pizza Bread $ .75

Pinocchio’s (Hot) Foot Long Submarines ALL TOPPED WITH CHEESE PEPPERONI AND OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE. STROMBOLI with BBQ sauce STROMBOLI with Italian sauce HAMBURGER TURKEY SALAMI TURKEY SPAGHETTI AND CHILI SAUSAGE ITALIAN SAUSAGE COLD CUTS BEEF BBQ

HALF $ 1.50 WHOLE $ 2.50

DOUBLED UP!

ANNOUNCING STUDENT DAY SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO ALL STUDENTS ON MONDAYS

The Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Choice
503 E. Lincolway 462-1371

Call 462-5541 for Reservations

THE FORUM
The Battle BARD opened their season on a winning note last Wednesday with a 1-2 win over the Phi Psi’s. The independent League contest featured first half scoring by the winners and a sixteen minute possession in the second half by the losers which came up empty.

The lawyers put six points on the board during their initial possession. Quarterback Chris "Chromedome" Hunt hit Rick Bolthouse over the middle for a gain of about ten, then faked "Easy Eddie" Dierson lining along behind the Phi Psi secondary for the 40-yard touchdown.

The extra point failed. The rest of the period was a defensive struggle until the BARD took possession deep in the fraternity territory. Hunt hit a short pass and after a time out drilled his only bullet of the afternoon into the hands of the leaping Geoff Wiggin with three seconds left in the half for the score. The extra point was missed after Bob Stochel "accidentally" tripped while impeding the two-time winner that’s a no-no Bob.

The second half was the epitome of poor football. Down two TD’s, the fraternity insisted on taking their time, running the ball etc. In doing so, and aided by a couple of key penalties, the Phi’s marched around seventy yards away from the goal line, and in the last 2 minutes of the half, in the closing minute, the teams exchanged possession on their time, running the ball etc. In the seconds the frat tallied against a much superior BARD defense, the Phi Psi’s marched about thirty yards away from the goal line, and in the last five seconds the frat recorded against a very poor BARD defense. The half, 20-0. The closing minute of action when Hostetler then rolled the ball over the middle for a long six-pointer. With the score 20-0 at intermission, several entries were unlimited. The PHI Psi’s marched down to the Phi Psi’s. The independent League contest featured first half scoring by the winners and a sixteen minute possession in the second half by the losers which came up empty.
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The second half was the epitome of poor football. Down two TD’s, the fraternity insisted on taking their time, running the ball etc. In doing so, and aided by a couple of key penalties, the Phi’s marched around seventy yards away from the goal line, and in the last 2 minutes of the half, in the closing minute, the teams exchanged possession on their time, running the ball etc. In the seconds the frat tallied against a much superior BARD defense, the Phi Psi’s marched down to the Phi Psi’s.